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The support is the wood that creates the tense frame. 

The surface is the woven thread that makes the blank canvas.

Kowtow’s 14th collection ‘Support Surface’ draws inspiration 

from the 1960’s French art movement by the same name. 

Artists give importance to the raw materials used to create 

the art such as the frame, the canvas and the paint, which 

acknowledge the technical before the symbolic. The subject 

is therefore secondary and the practice reflects the desire to 

return to the original gesture. There is no beautification or 

embellishment and the focus is on stripping back. Kowtow’s 

Support Surface collection is a reflection of the beauty of 

simplicity.

Designer and director Gosia Piatek explains the meaning 

behind the two signature prints in the collection:

“Our limited edition grid print is a visual translation of the 

Support Surface concept. The grid is a magnification of the 

fabric we use in our woven pieces: a network of regularly 

arranged fibres that create the surface. We wanted to really 

show people that simplicity can reflect beauty”. 

“The eye print is a playful way of saying use your eyes, look 

closer. Eyes are the primary way, if not the main one, from 

which a person interferes with a piece of art. Majority  of the 

time art is a representation of what is seen before what is 

felt.” 

Just like the previous fourteen collections Kowtow has not 

compromised on its ethics and the entire collection is made 

from premium certified fair trade organic cotton and dyed 

using GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard) dyes that are 

free from formaldehyde, nickel, lead and other heavy metals.

For the first time Kowtow introduces ethical trims with 

recycled hemp buttons made in Italy. Organic cotton twill 

and poplin have also been developed, allowing the collection 

to explore more tailored shapes such as blazers, trousers 

and shirt-dresses. Key pieces for this season are the wide leg 

In-Theory Pant, the easy to wear Formation Dress and the 

versatile Technical Parka. The collection has also expanded 

into home-ware offering a range of organic fair trade cotton 

cushions in the Support Surface signature limited edition 

prints and stuffed with Kapok, a natural plant based fiber.

The Support Surface colour palette features blush, ochre and 

royal blue adding a bright freshness to the classic Kowtow 

white, dark teal and black. 

The Building Block collection is Kowtow’s every day luxury 

basics range made entirely from premium certified fair 

trade organic cotton. Individually every Building Block piece 

is easy enough to be worn as separates or can be layered 

together to create a more complex look. 

The collection continues Kowtow’s quest for timeless 

simplicity. Styles are minimal and details are subtle, reflecting 

great attention to quality and finish without any detriment to 

ethics or sustainability. 

In July 2013 the company director/designer, Gosia Piatek, 

travelled to New York where she signed a contract with 

a leading sales agent who picked up 26 new accounts 

internationally with Support Surface. The collection was 

presented to buyers in Copenhagen, Paris, New York 

and Los Angeles. Support Surface will be available from 

February 2014 in stockists across New Zealand, Australia, 

USA, Canada, London and Scandinavia as well as online at  

www.kowtowclothing.com.
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